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Ideal for any product that lacks structural integrity.
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Ideal for any product that lacks structural integrity.

The OctaBin is great for stacking and helps to mitigate the 
risk of bulging. It is widely used to transport seeds, minerals, 
liquids and cold chain applications like frozen berries or peas.
 

Customise the size 

Set the OctaBin size to match your
product and opimise your container.

Choose your Lid

Choose between a Single Wall folded
Lid or a Honeycomb Fibreboard Lid.

Customise the Bottom

The Bottom is required to ensure that the 
shape of the OctaBin will always match 
your chosen Pallet. Choose between a 
Folded Lid, an integrated Folding Bottom, 
or a Honeycomb Fibreboard Bottom.

Choose your Pallet

Choose between a Corrugated Pallet
Base or a Regular Wooden Pallet.

Customise the Sleeve

Depending on your product weight 
and stacking requirements, we are 
able to recommend the ideal wall 
thickness required for the Sleeve.



The Advantages of Kimmo OctaBin 

An extremely versatile product. If you’re wondering which 
Kimmo OctaBin configuration will work best for you, our 
industrial packaging specialists can help you to find the 
ideal fit-for-purpose OctaBin solution.

ISPM-15 Exempt
Due to strict international regulations, 

OctaBins are one of the preferred future 
bulk transport packagings.

Flat-Packed
The OctaBin can be flat-packed. This 
reduces inbound transportation costs 
and saves on inbound floor space in 

your warehouse.

Strong and Durable
Our stackable packaging will save 

you floor space in your warehouse’s 
outbound area. Can easily handle 

weight of up to 1,2 Tons.

Customise Internal Volumes
The internal volumes of each unit can 
be customised to your requirements, 
which gives you an affordable way to 

transport pallet-loads’ of smaller 
containers. 

Reduce Wasted Space
The empty space usually found between 

drums can be reduced by using 
OctaBins which will make the shipment more 

compact and efficient.

Reduce Contamination Risk
Combined with customised aseptic bags 

and liners, the OctaBin will remove the 
risk of product contamination.



Talk to the Kimmo team today about creating your ideal, fully 
customised OctaBin packaging configuration.

Give us a ring: 
+27 11 613 8319
+27 86 618 0766

Mail us: 
info@kimmo.co.za

Our physical address: 
Unit 1, City Deep Industrial Park

37 Fortune Street, City Deep

www.kimmo.co.za

Customise a solution

Kimmo OctaBin with double 
layered fiberboard and plastic 
liner.

Customised bin setup

Assembled Bin with bulk bag 
and plastic liner.

Strong and durable

Stacked OctaBins with wooden 
pallets can easily handle 
weights of up to 1,2 tons.

Bulk transport

Assembled OctaBins loaded 
onto truck.

The OctaBin can be flat-packed 
to save warehouse floor space.


